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COPYRIGHT
All contents on this website as well as texts, graphs, logos, icons, and software, are the property of Agencias Universales
S.A., hereinafter AGUNSA PERU , or its content suppliers and they are protected by Chilean and international copyright
laws.The compilation (meaning collection, arrangement and assembly) of all contents on this site is the exclusive
property of AGUNSA PERU and protected by national and international copyright laws. All software used on this site is
the property of AGUNSA PERU or its software suppliers and is protected by national and international copyright laws.
Any improper or other use, including reproduction, modification, transmission, re-editing, or arrangement of the contents
of this site, is strictly forbidden.TRADEMARKSAGUNSA.COM.PE are Internet domains registered by AGUNSA PERU .
The AGUNSA PERU domains cannot be used: (i) in connection with other products or services that are not the property
of AGUNSA PERU ; or (ii) in any way that may be misleading to its customers or a discredit to AGUNSA PERU . The
other trademarks mentioned on the site are the property of their respective owners.DISCLAIMERThis site is provided by
AGUNSA PERU to the user for informational purposes at no further liability on the part of AGUNSA PERU .Given the
nature of the Internet, AGUNSA PERU assumes no liability under any circumstances for the contents of this site, its
aptitude for any particular purpose, its continuous updating or, in particular, any prejudice that may result from its use by
third parties.Nor does AGUNSA PERU assume any liability for any misuse that may be made of this site or the
information contained in the same or direct, indirect or other damages that may occur. The user is exclusively
responsible for adopting the appropriate safeguards.
ALL RIGHTS RESERVEDAGUNSA PERU , a Chilean company, is in charge of the working of this website and it
reserves the right to make the changes it considers timely in the periods, under the terms and conditions it may decide at
its exclusive discretion, at any time, without prior notice.ACCEPTABLE USE AND CHANGESThe information contained
on this site may be viewed freely by any Internet user. AGUNSA PERU and its suppliers will do everything possible to
keep the site working and the information on it reliable. Any additions, modifications or eliminations of content on the site
are the responsibility of AGUNSA PERU and/or its suppliers and users are strictly forbidden to modify or attempt to
modify or intervene in any way in the contents of the site. Moreover, any unauthorized entry or attempted entry to the
system, whether or not content is changed or a change is attempted, will be reported to the corresponding authorities
and/or courts of justice for appropriate legal action to be taken.GOVERNING LAWAny doubt or difficulty arising because
of the validity, application or interpretation of the information available on our website will be resolved by the courts of
justice in the country where AGUNSA PERU resides, according to the law governing in that same country. This
notwithstanding, AGUNSA PERU reserves the right in any litigation to choose the user&rsquo;s residence and hear such
litigation before the courts of justice therein, according to the laws applicable in such venue.
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